ONE SIMPLE SUBSCRIPTION FOR ALL YOUR CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY
SMART Classroom as a Service (SMART ClaaS) provides your school with all the technology you need to create an integrated learning environment through one simple subscription.

Inspire Greatness

Greatness exists in – and is unique to – every pupil. Our goal is to help them discover, develop and share it. We work with educators to provide them with technology that supports teaching practices and improves learning outcomes. The right technology, used in the right way, helps inspire the greatness in every teacher and pupil, resulting in the best outcomes possible.
All the learning technology. None of the ownership hassles.

You're busy with your classes. Leave selecting your classroom technology to the experts. Your SMART CiaaS subscription allows you to obtain the latest SMART interactive displays, learning software, training days and IT infrastructure for your integrated classroom – without the costs associated with ownership.

It's a revolutionary way to equip your classroom for the future of learning.
Encourage collaboration and engagement from anywhere – within the classroom or across the globe

Outside of the classroom students learn from each other by sharing experiences. SMART solutions work with all sorts of student devices to bring that same back-and-forth interaction into the learning environment and beyond. Increased student collaboration paves the way for peer learning, better outcomes and school ratings.
Connected experiences for the classroom

SMART designs technology specifically for the classroom. We work with educators to stay on top of emerging teaching methodologies to ensure we address students’ needs. As a result, SMART creates the most advanced interactive displays and software for education.

**SMART Board® 7000 series with iQ**
Our flagship display with the most advanced touch, writing and collaborative experience.
smarttech.com/7000

**SMART Board® 6000 series with iQ**
Our most popular display with collaboration features for walk up and use simplicity.
smarttech.com/6000

**SMART Board® MX series with iQ**
Our newest display with all the learning essentials educators need – for less than you think.
smarttech.com/MX

**SMART Learning Suite software**
Transform static content into interactive experiences with the world’s best lesson delivery, assessment, collaborative workspace and game-based learning software.
smarttech.com/sls
Less money. Zero capital costs.

Every school has budget constraints and competing priorities. SMART will work with your budget and IT infrastructure to recommend technology investment priorities. We will work with you to figure out the best way to break your SMART ClaaS into affordable quarterly, annual or school-term subscriptions.

*Calculations based on typical junior school with 5 classrooms, each with 30 pupils, over a 39-week academic year.
Contact us about enrolling your school in SMART ClaaS

Email: info_claas@smarttech.com
smarttech.com/ClaaS